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Release Installation

To install the server, switch to root user ("su"). First extract the server, dcollect, 
and any other required packages. Then go to the server directory and type 
“./install.sh”. Note: If you wish to install the server as a user id other than root, 
please consult the Getting Started Guide for instructions.

To install the client for Windows-based systems, go to the client/MSWindows 
directory and double click installIPMPLSView.exe file to run the installation 
program on your PC.

For help in installation and for general troubleshooting, please refer to the Getting 
Started Guide. If you still encounter problems, please contact Juniper Networks 
Technical Assistance Center (JTAC).

To upgrade the server to version 6.1.2, this requires version 6.0.0 or newer. If you 
need to upgrade from a version earlier than 6.0.0, please contact Juniper 
Networks Technical Assistance Center (JTAC).

Documents

The following user documents can be found in the web Help menu. These 
documents are in Adobe PDF format, viewable with Adobe Acrobat Reader.

NOTE: During upgrade, a fresh install should be performed by root in a new 
installation directory, and the same data directory may be used from the 
previous installation. Prior to the installation, it is recommended that the user first 
creates a backup of the original WANDL data directory pointed to /u/wandl/data. 
For example:

$ cd /u/wandl

$ tar chvf - data | gzip -c > data.tar.gz

Note that the ‘h’ option is required for tarring /u/wandl/data because 
/u/wandl/data is a logical link to the data directory. If the database is on a 
distributed server, the same procedure should be followed to perform a backup 
of the data, followed by a fresh install rather than upgrade.

Product 
Documentation Contents

System Administration Essential and important information regarding installation.

Design & Planning Step-by-step usage instructions and tutorials for various features.

Management & 
Monitoring

Live features such as router/traffic collection and management, monitoring and 
diagnostics. 

Service Creation & 
Provisioning

Provisioning instructions and syntax.

Router Router-related features. 

Reference Quick reference manual describing the components of each window.

File Format Guide Information regarding the format of IP/MPLSView project files



General Enhancements

1. Service Patch Management implemented. Patches may be obtained by contacting 
JTAC. To apply a service patch, copy the file to the application server in a temporary 
directory. Switch to the IP/MPLSView admin user. Run the 
Juniper_MPLSView_version.sh script. The patch file will extract itself, verify 
checksum, and install itself. The patch contents are archived in the directory 
/u/wandl/db/patches. To check for the patches installed on IP/MPLSView, run 
command /u/wandl/bin/rtserver -V on the server, or login to the web portal and check 
under Admin > View > Release Information.

2. Menus or actions in the GUI are hidden from the user instead of grayed out according 
to user privilege settings in User Administration.

3. Extended Autonomous System support from 16 bits to 32 bits.
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Module Enhancements

Note that the appropriate license may be required to activate some of the 
following features. Please contact your Juniper representative for more details.

Device-Specific Enhancements
1. Hardware Inventory supports Cisco NCS 6000 multi-chassis, NCS 6008.

2. Hardware Inventory supports Huawei ATN950, CX600-X2-M8, CX600-X2-M16.

3. Hardware Inventory parsing enhancements for Huawei CX600.

Conformance Assessment Tool (CAT)
1. Configuration files can be added from the CAT window.

2. Add option to automatically load the most recent project when opening projects.

3. CAT window header displays the working path of the project.

4. New array function called add to add elements into an array.

5. New array function called toarray to extract an array from a string.



Design & Planning

Note that the appropriate license may be required to activate some of the 
following features. Please contact your Juniper representative for more details.

General
1. Interactive Failure Simulation no longer shows path changes in verbose mode when 

executing with the Run function. To display the path changes use the Step function.

2. Simulation Rerouted Paths report now skips paths terminating at failed nodes to be 
consistent with the Failed Paths report.

3. Add warning message if manually inputing an invalid Traffic Growth multiplier 
value.
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Management & Monitoring

Note that the appropriate license may be required to activate some of the 
following features. Please contact your Juniper representative for more details.

General
1. Collection Server installer now prompts the user to startup the services after 

installation completes. The start up collection server script now starts application 
monitoring services.

2. Schedule Live Network Collection task has option to parse and stitch together 
devices on the topology view based on the output of LDP Neighbor.

3. Add map topology highlight function to Live Tunnel Status Check window.

Fault Management
1. Event Browser supports repeating alarm sounds. The repeating alarm sound 

continues until the user stops the alarm sound or clears the alarm event.

2. Add user permission settings for the Event Count Chart in the User Administration 
window.

Performance Management
1. REST API Interface to enable northbound systems to receive various sets of data via 

standard HTTP GET requests. Current version supports GET requests only and data 
retrieved is related to traffic collection.

Web Interface
1. Web Only Users can change their password from the web portal. Access from Admin 

> Administration > Change My Password. Administrators can enable or disable this 
functionality in the User Administration window.

2. New feature Archived Reports shows preprocessed traffic reports for daily, weekly, 
monthly, and yearly views. The daily and weekly reports use hourly aggregated data. 
The monthly and yearly reports use daily aggregated data. Display options are 
available for average, max, 80th, 90th, 95th, and 99th percentile. Access from 
Performance > Archived Reports.

3. Web Reports that can be exported as CSV can now be saved as a Text file. It will use 
white space as the delimiter.

4. Hardware Inventory supports history tracking for line card and device usage.

5. User Activity logs additional user activities in the Traffic Collection Manager.



Bug Fixes

1. Fixed missing arrow head and path highlighting for displaying diverse tunnel paths on 
the map.

2. Fixed unable to save the User Param file.

3. Fixed extra comma character added to User Param file.

4. Fixed core dump when specifying the User Parameter value in the Link Templates 
window.

5. Fixed inconsistency in the interface traffic mini chart for units and traffic direction 
reported.

6. Fixed Hardware Inventory port count on Cisco2851 and Cisco3745 devices.

7. Fixed action button for view-only users in the Find Static Route window.

8. Fixed issue with LSP traffic statistics being copied over to all tunnels (primary, 
standby, secondary) instead of the active tunnel. Now traffic is only added to traffic 
along active path. If primary is up, it is added along links in the primary path. If 
primary is down but standby is up, the traffic is added along links in the standby path.

9. Fixed unable to start data collector (wDriver) with the Schedule Live Network 
Collection task.

10. Fixed core dump when importing the tunnel file.

11. Fixed action button in User Administration window for non-wandl users.

12. Fixed Web Portal title bar display.

13. Fixed core dump when opening the fish network.

14. Fixed P2MP tunnel name. Will now assign p2mpname as sourcenameN where N is 
integer starting from 1.

15. Fixed CAT weight score calculation.

16. Fixed Interactive Failure Simulation view changes table when demands are added.

17. Fixed editing multicast type values in the Demand Type Parameter Generation 
window.

18. Fixed Highlight All display on map for demands and tunnels.

19. Fixed OSPF area sub-view display issue.

20. Fixed comment field in the Diagnostic Manager window.

21. Fixed demand display in the Console and replaced the Type with Direction field in the 
console report.

22. Fixed display issue with the QoS window disappearing.
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23. Fixed the map topology legend from changing sub-views when opening the Report 
Manager.

24. Fixed input option for multicast path in the Import Network Wizard.

25. Added protection for lock hashmap getting stuck in a bad state. This effects the 
Configuration Backup task.

26. Fixed Console count display when removing configured tunnel paths.

27. Fixed Exhaustive Failure Simulation report generation when SRLG contains 
interfaces.

28. Fixed saving the configured path of a demand in the Path Table file.

29. Fixed issue with demands not routing after modifying the link type.

30. Fixed saving demands and tunnels when the Live Network is switched to the Offline 
model.

31. Fixed route optimization for ECMP flows.

32. Fixed issue with specifying a Site ID to Node.

33. Fixed loading the Owner file.

34. Fixed Filter sub-window from Add Multiple BGP Neighbors window.

35. Fixed loading networks in the Web portal using Network Browser.

36. Fixed action button in Route Optimization window.

37. Fixed Console display for ECMPRatio value when deleting demands with ECMP.

38. Fixed modify actions for multicast trees.

39. Fixed core dump when importing network data from getipconf.

40. Fixed saving web reports triggered by action File > Export to Web.

41. Fixed SUM calculation in Group Interface Traffic Summary Report to include 
aggregated interfaces.

42. Fixed rolling bar issue on client list window.

43. Fixed user permission display for provision manager and task manager.

----- End of Release Notes -----



Trademarks

Juniper Networks, the Juniper Networks logo, JUNOS, Steel-Belted Radius, 
NetScreen, and ScreenOS are registered trademarks of Juniper Networks, Inc. in 
the United States and other countries. JUNOSe is a trademark of Juniper 
Networks, Inc. All other trademarks, service marks, registered trademarks, or 
registered service marks are the property of their respective owners. Juniper 
Networks assumes no responsibility for any inaccuracies in this document. 
Juniper Networks reserves the right to change, modify, transfer, or otherwise 
revise this publication without notice...
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